
Microeconomics 2004-2005: Homework 1

1.1 Pareto Optimality

There are two tutorial sections: one on Monday and one on Wednesday. Each
has one empty seat. Jack and Jill still need to sign up. Jack values Monday
$80 more than Wednesday. Jill values Monday $50 more than Wednesday.
Without the ability to transfer money, what are the Pareto optimal alloca-
tions? What are the allocations if they can transfer money? What are the
P.O. allocations (with and without transfer) if instead Jill values Wednes-
day $50 more than Monday. What are the envy-free allocations (with and
without money transfers)?

1.2 Discrete Housing Market

Person A B C D E F G H
Reservation Price 45 20 35 40 10 18 15 5

Plot the demand for apartments using the above data. If the supply is 5
units, what would be the range of equilibrium prices? Which of the people
will rent apartments in equilibrium? What would the result of a tax of 5 on
tenants (who will be hurt, what will the individual surpluses be)? What will
a monopolist landlord do to maximize revenue (without the tax)?

1.3 Taxes and Subsidies

The Island of New Exeter has two goods: apples and petrol. The government
decides to place an ad valorem tax of t on petrol, but feels this may be unfair
to some families. Therefore, they decide to subsidize income at a rate i (new
income equals 1+ i times old income). How much subsidy must they provide
in order to ensure that no one is worse off (independent of their preferences).
Would you expect the government to balance its budget (are taxes greater
than subsidies)? Let us say that they instead of subsidizing income, they
want to subsidize apples at a rate of s (the new price equals 1− s times the
old price). Can the government set s to ensure that no one is worse off?
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1.4 Breakfast of Champions

Sam is a serious student with a budget of $12. He can buy pens for $1 each
or Wheaties for $2 each; however, each box of wheaties contains a free pen.
Assume pens CAN be discarded freely, what is his budget set?
Assume pens CANNOT be discarded, what is his budget set?
Assume pens CAN be discarded but at cost of $0.50, what is his budget
set?

1.5 May the real budget please stand up!

Slick Rick needs to spend $10,000 on advertising a new B2B website ecrap.com.
This site is an Internet marketplace for selling manure. The sellers are pig
farmers and the buyers are landscapers for the upper class. Rick is consid-
ering advertising on TV and Internet. For each $1000 spent on TV, 1000
farmers and 500 landscapers see the ad. For each $1000 spent on Web ads,
500 farmers and 2000 landscapers see the ad. Assume people that watch TV
don’t surf the Web and vice versa. Draw the budget line with the different
ads on the axes. If Rick spent his whole budget on TV, what audience would
he reach? On Internet? What about half and half? Draw Rick’s budget set
with farmers and landscapers on the axes.
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